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Abstract. Community Observatory archives, supporting disparate data sets, have
traditionally been fundamentally different than homogeneous survey archives. Techno-
logical advances in the past decade, particularly with respect to the ease of connectivity,
are blurring the lines between observatory archives and large sky surveys. Archives are
no longer monolithic repositories of data but instead are portals for data and services
as part of the broader scientific landscape. If starting today we would approach the
Spitzer archive design with a very different mindset than we did fifteen years ago. We
discuss here (1) design lessons learned and the evolution of the archive, (2) the ben-
efits of having the Spitzer archive as a component of IRSA, (3) the value of serving
enhanced data sets that are returned to the archive by science teams, and (4) the benefits
of connectivity to large survey archives, now and in the future.
1. Introduction
In the last twenty years, large space observatories launched by NASA and ESA have
typically been supported by dedicated Science Centers with missions operations that
include high quality data processing pipelines, data analysis tools, and archives that
serve science ready data. The majority of science users can utilize the data straight out
of the archive with minimal additional reprocessing. For missions that last several years
the data processing pipelines and instrument calibration continue to improve, resulting
in higher quality data being available in the observatory archives.
Twenty years ago most large ground-based observatories did not typically provide
data processing pipelines or user archives other than saving the raw data. Observers
took their data home and reduced and analyzed their observations with their own code
or their favorite general-purpose tools. Dedicated space or ground-based sky surveys
typically involve a major data processing effort that results in a final static data release
after the completion of the survey with the data being made available in an archive.
Observatory and survey archives were typically stand-alone entities and the average
astronomer was likely to be focused in research in one wavelength range, e.g. radio
astronomers, infrared astronomers, optical astronomers, and x-ray astronomers.
The landscape has changed dramatically in the last two decades driven primarily
by:
• faster networks and ease of connectivity between remote sites
• large surveys at multiple wavelengths (e.g. SDSS, 2MASS, WISE, PanSTARRs,
PTF) providing huge catalogs of astronomical sources
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• availability of multiple large and small space observatories at multiple wave-
lengths (e.g. HST, Chandra, Spitzer, XMM-Newton, GALEX, Fermi, SWIFT,
Herschel, Planck).
Most astronomers now do science with data from multiple wavelengths and the wealth
of survey data available makes it possible for students to do an observational thesis
without having to go the telescope to get new data.
Ground-based observatories are currently being constructed where the observatory
and the data processing and archiving component can’t be considered separately, e.g.
ZTF and LSST. The data rates from the cameras are so large that without an integrated
data processing system the observatories couldn’t be used effectively.
2. Evolution of the Spitzer Archive
When building a space mission it is a fact of life that the archive will be built last. The
observatory, instruments, flight software, and the ground-system required to operate
the observatory will always take precedence because you can launch a space mission
without an archive but you can’t without all of the aformentioned items. This was true
for the Spitzer Space Telescope archive. The Spitzer archive has existed in three major
incarnations since launch.
At launch the data processing pipelines were complete but the archive interface
infrastructure was not. For the first six months of science operations, data was pack-
aged by hand and made available on a password protected ftp site for investigators to
download.
The second incarnation, and first real archive interface, was a stand-alone JAVA-
based tool called Leopard. It was designed and developed by the Spitzer Science Cen-
ter (SSC) and located at the SSC. For its time it was as state of the art interface that
provided multiple query types but was primarily focused on PI-based science, not an
archive user that didn’t already have an active Spitzer observing programs. More im-
portantly, the archive infrastructure was designed primarily around the data processing
pipelines as they were completed first. If more thinking had gone into the final archive
data products as part of the pipeline design, the interface from the pipelines to the
archive could have been simpler. For example, all of the data products could have been
renamed with more useful filenames by the pipelines instead of requiring another step
to accomplish that when the data was archive.
The third incarnation of the Spitzer archive was designed near the end of the
Spitzer cryogenic mission and is the current Spitzer archive. The Spitzer Heritage
Archive (SHA) is a browser-based tool, extensible, and resident at NASA’s Infrared
Science Archive (IRSA). The design focus for the SHA was on future archival users
though the archive still supports the active Spitzer mission.
IRSA serves data for several NASA and ESA missions and surveys, e.g. IRAS,
2MASS, Herschel, Planck, and WISE 1. The SHA benefits from development of fea-
tures for other missions that can be incorporated into the SHA and other IRSA archives
benefited from the Spitzer development effort.
2.1. Lessons Learned
All archives need to be able to evolve to keep up with modern standards and technol-
ogy and add new features that weren’t feasible when the archive was originally de-
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signed. While designing the original infrastructure, including science use cases by
future archive users in mind, instead of just focusing on principal investigators of mis-
sion programs, should make the evolution process more efficient and less costly. The
fewer things that have to be retrofitted the easier it will be to be able to move forward.
In summary, archives are providing more and better services that will enhance
the science output from their data holdings. Trends that didn’t exist 20 years ago, are
heading us in the right direction:
• VO efforts to provide standards for how meta-data is handled
• Open sources software makes it easier to share technologies and provides more
paths for adding enhancements to servides.
• Modular interface components also easier customization of interfaces, depending
on the science case.
Figure 1. The IRSA archive home page provides easy access to data frommultiple
missions and science programs. http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu
Though funding considerations will continue to drive when mission archives actu-
ally get built the primary lesson learned here is
"Design the archive first even if you are going to build it last."
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